2018 Bilingual class Entrance Guidelines

□

４．Final Application for Entry
The official period for entry begins September 1, 2017. The entrance fee can be paid
within the due day to the school.

New enrollment vacancies

Monkey class
（up to 12 members）

Giraffe class
（up to 12 members）

※If the entrance fee cannot be completed within the due day, the given number as above and the
reserved spot will be cancelled.

Youngest
（Born April 2, 2015～April 1, 2016）
Younger
（Born April 2, 2014～April 1, 2015）
Young
（Born April 2, 2013～April 1, 2014）
Older
（Born April 2, 2012～April 1, 2013）

※All applications are processed by order of their application number. Sometimes we are unable to
confirm placement for a student, even if a temporary application has been made. The number of
students differs per class, and preference must be given to existing students. In this case, you
may add your child’s name to a waiting list. If a position becomes available by the start of
semester 2018, you will be notified of the vacancy.

6 members
Only the number of vacant spots
（Prospective students require at least
one year of previous English
experience）

※We apologize, but school entrance fees and application fees are completely non-refundable for
any reason.

Only the number of vacant spots
（Prospective students require at least
two years of previous English
experience）

５．Entrance Orientation
Offered in January 2018
Bilingual Class Guide will be distributed. Everything from the supplies students
require to the structure of the class and notes of concern will be addresses.

Only the number of vacant spots
（Prospective students require at least
three years of previous English
experience）

□

Tuition

（All of the prices are excluded from taxation）

※ A capacity of youngest shall not exceed 6 members. Concerning the capacity of the other aged
classes, they can be reorganized as long as the total number of a class doesn’t exceed 12 members,
including new admission students.

□

Guidelines for Entrance and Application

Entrance fee

１．Trial lesson and Interview(Reservation Required)/ with a parent
10：00～12：30
Things to bring：a thermos bottle, a lunch box, a towel with strings, clothes for changing）

※If you want to reserve a spot at an earlier time, you may hand in the application
form at the interview.
※Reserving a spot Temporary application need to be made beforehand to book a trial
lesson and your child will be given a reservation number for entry.

2．Opening Guidance(Reservation Required)
12：45～13：30
A detailed explanation about our school from the principal to know about educating
your child to be bilingual, contents of nurturing, additional school information and etc,

A new student to MSP

68,000 yen

A student continuing from Koala or Rabbit class

※For a student that has a sibling already in Bilingual class, the entrance fee is
unnecessary, but an application fee of 20,000 yen is applicable. These fees are billed
along with April’s tuition.
※For a student that has a graduating sibling of Bilingual class and still continueｓ
lessons at ＭＳＰ, an entrance fee of 40,000 yen is applicable.

Monthly tuition

67,400 yen/month

Surcharge for the
outside
consumption tax

2,241
Yen/month

Extra fees

※After the first interview, bookings can be made for a second interview in which
admission of your child will be determined.

3．Second Interview
30 minutes or so
A report of the Trial lesson/Interview, depending on the outcome a decision will be
made if your child can join the class. And you will be issued your child’s admission
invoice.

80,000 yen

Extra fees are needed for following items ;
the uniform, personal products, private English book, school lunch, specific
activities ( Pearls Gym etc)
Optional extra fees as follows;
photos and DVD of each term,
bus service( 4000 yen for one way, 8000 yen for both ways)
Time schedule

Extending

This amount will vary each year.

Fees

Within the time between 9：00 and 10：00, the application for each
30 mins is acceptable. (Also 12:30~14:30 for a short day.)

A single lesson :

30mins 800yen

Regular lessons:

30mins 500yen

※In regards to the outside consumption tax, the entrance fee, monthly tuition and certain other
fees are not taxable. However, there will be a surcharge for extra expenses that are paid to outside
companies which change a consumption tax.

